ABSTRACT In this paper, a manufacturing work cell utilizing gantries to move between machines for loading and unloading materials/parts is considered. The production performance of the gantry work cell highly depends on the gantry movements in real operation. This paper formulates the gantry scheduling problem as a reinforcement learning problem, in which an optimal gantry moving policy is solved to maximize the system output. The problem is carried out by the Q-learning algorithm. The gantry system is analyzed and its real-time performance is evaluated by permanent production loss and production loss risk, which provide a theoretical base for defining reward function in the Q-learning algorithm. A numerical study is performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed policy by comparing with the first-comefirst-served policy.
I. INTRODUCTION
In today's manufacturing industries, automation level is increasing to satisfy increased efficiency and quality requirements. Robotics technologies are now widely used in production systems, not only for part processing, but also for other operations such as material handling, product transportation, quality inspection and so on. Gantry robots or Cartesian robots are widely used for material handling in many industries, including the manufacturing of semiconductor, composites, cosmetics, fiber optics, printed circuit boards and building products [1] . In a manufacturing system, a production line can be made up of multiple production stations or work cells, as shown in Fig.1 . In each station/cell, one or multiple robots or gantries move between the machines to facilitate loading and unloading. Such a work cell is referred to as a gantry work cell in this paper. Unlike a typical transfer line, the performance of a gantry work cell is not only determined by the machines and buffers, but also depends on the gantries' movements. Interactions between the gantries and the machines highly impact the production performance of the whole work cell. Therefore, the gantry scheduling problem in a work cell is critical for keeping the work cell operation smoothly and efficiently. This paper is devoted to exploring a control policy for realtime assigning the gantries during the production operation. Due to the fact that the gantry scheduling and the material flow in the work cell are highly coupled, the work cell system model is not available. In addition, random disruption events such as machine random failures further complicate work cell modeling and analysis. To better understand the gantry work cell real-time performance, we develop a general mathematical framework to describe the gantry work cell. An equivalent serial line concept is developed to analyze the gantry work cell system properties and real-time performance. To deal with the difficulties of a lack of the system model and random disruptions, we formulate the gantry scheduling of a multi-machine work cell as a reinforcement learning problem. The knowledge from the equivalent serial line properties is adopted to define the reward function in Q-learning algorithm. The aim of this study is to solve for an optimal gantry assignment policy to maximize the system output.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The literature review is provided in Section II; in Section III, a description of multi-machine gantry system is provided as well as notations and assumptions, and a dynamic model is built; the system performance evaluation and properties are analyzed in Section IV; Section V provides a brief introduction to reinforcement learning and Q-learning algorithm, then the gantry problem is formally formulated; a case study is presented in Section VI to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed policy; Section VII provides conclusions and future directions.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Different gantry moving policies can be applied to a gantry work cell based on real situations. One way is to schedule the gantry to move in a fixed sequence of the machines, e.g., the natural processing step sequence [2] . Some studies aim to design a gantry moving sequence so as to optimize the system throughput rate or completion time of a certain number of parts, e.g., [3] and [4] . Most of the previous researches address single-robot cells with multiple part-type in a serial line that contains two or more machines [5] - [7] . However, the sequence optimization problem is limited to compact work cells without buffers and based on pre-calculated results from the design/planning stage rather than improving the realtime performance of the system.
For real-time scheduling, a predetermined policy can be made related to real situations, e.g., first-come-firstserved (FCFS) policy [8] . FCFS means that no priority is given to any job, but a queue of jobs is formed and they will be processed according to the position of a job in the queue [9] . However, it is a simple and intuitive way that cannot reflect how good the real-time performance is. Therefore, it is desirable to develop a gantry scheduling that considers the interaction between the gantries and the production line.
The solution methods for scheduling problems can be categorized as analytical approach and heuristics approach. Analytical approaches aim to find an optimal solution for a given objective function with certain constraints. However, many scheduling problems are in the class of NP-hard optimization problems, which are hard to solve [10] . Heuristic approaches are proposed to solve this kind of problem in a reasonable time [11] , e.g., search-oriented heuristics and learning-based heuristics. Search-oriented heuristics is to find a good policy from a set of policies, but its performance highly depends on the search space of policies [12] . Learning-based heuristic has a weak dependency on the objective and constraints, so it is applicable to a variety of scheduling problems. Developed in the early 1990s, reinforcement learning (RL) has generated a lot of interest from the research community [13] . As opposed to the popular approach of supervised learning whereby an agent learns from examples provided by a knowledgeable external supervisor [14] , RL requires that the agent learns by directly interacting with the environment and responding to the receipt of rewards or penalties based on each action. In [15] , the scheduling problem of a multiple-load carrier, which is used to deliver parts to buffers, is formulated as a RL problem and solved for a look-ahead based request generating policy. Paper [13] applies Q-learning algorithm, which is a popular algorithm in reinforcement learning, to a single machine dispatching rule selection problem. In [16] , Q-learning is applied for parameter estimation in dynamic job shop scheduling. Although there have been several successful examples demonstrating the usefulness of RL, its application to manufacturing systems has not been fully explored yet. For the scheduling problem in a gantry work cell, the material flow of the production line depends on the gantry movements. However, it is impossible to get an explicit analytical solution due to the coupled nature of gantry scheduling and system modeling. It is also difficult to apply search-oriented heuristics because the search space would be very large due to multiple machines and multiple buffers in the system. Therefore, it is advisable to formulate it as a machine learning problem, and reinforcement learning can be used to explore gantry real-time scheduling of a work cell.
To formulate and solve the gantry scheduling problem by reinforcement learning, the production properties of a gantry work cell must be fully studied to form a theoretical base for the algorithm. The real-time performance of a manufacturing system has been evaluated and analyzed in previous studies. Permanent production loss and opportunity window are proposed in [17] to evaluate the impact of disruption events. A system identification method to quickly diagnose the system's real-time performance based on available sensor data is proposed in [18] and [19] . However, these analyses are based on the typical serial lines and cannot directly applied on gantry work cells, in which the gantries' movements highly impact the system performance. Paper [20] analyzes the properties of a work cell with a gantry, but the analyses are based on fixed gantry moving route. From the current development of the manufacturing engineering, performance analysis of a work cell with multi-gantries is rarely mentioned so far. This paper is dedicated to meet aforementioned challenges in real-time scheduling of gantries to improve the efficiency of a gantry work cell. The contributions lie in: 1) the gantry work cell is modeled as an ''equivalent serial line'' with virtual disruption events to enable dynamic performance analysis; 2) based on the equivalence treatment, system dynamic properties, permanent production loss and production loss risk, are developed (in Section IV); 3) the gantry scheduling problem is modeled as a reinforcement problem with reward function derived from production line dynamic properties i.e., permanent production loss and production loss risk.
III. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODELING

A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND NOTATIONS
A work cell containing one or more gantries and serially arranged m machines/process steps and (m − 1) buffers is considered, as illustrated in Fig.2 . In each work cell, gantries comprising the material handling system, move between machines/process steps to load and unload parts. When a machine finishes its process, a gantry should come to unload the partially processed part to its downstream buffer and load material/part from its upstream buffer. There may be scenarios that a machine needs to wait for a gantry to perform unloading/loading.
In such a gantry work cell or a gantry system, the following notations are used:
1) The production line consists of m machines/process steps and (m − 1) buffers with a sequential processing steps for a single type of product, where M j denotes the j th machine/process step, j = 1, 2, . . . , m. B j denotes the j th buffer, with abuse of notation, B j is also used to denote the buffer capacity of the j th buffer, and b j (t) denotes its buffer level at time t, j = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1. 
which means machine M j is waiting for a gantry to unload or load at time t vi for d vi period, j = 1, 2, · · · , m, i ∈ Z + . The following assumptions are adopted based on realistic situations:
(1) Machine M j , j = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1, is blocked if it is up and ready for unloading and its downstream buffer B j is full. Machine M m is never blocked.
(2) Machine M j , j = 2, . . . , m, is starved if it is up and ready for loading and its upstream buffer B j−1 is empty. Machine M 1 is never starved.
(3) Gantry traveling time to machines is considered into loading/unloading time on the machines. 
B. EQUVALENT SYSTEM AND GANTRY SYSTEM MODELING
In a gantry work cell, material transfers among machines and buffers are driven by gantries or robots. This is the key difference from that of a typical serial line where material is transferred on conveyors. As such, material transfer in the gantry work cell is not only constrained by machines and buffers interactions but also dependent on gantries' movement. Therefore, the gantry work cell can be modeled as a dynamic system as shown in Fig. 3 . In this dynamic system, each machine's output can be treated as system state, and external disturbances come from two sources: one from random disruption events such as machine random failures, the other from material shortages due to delayed gantries' service that makes certain machines waiting for material loading/unloading. Indeed, the material shortage disturbances are dependent on system properties comprise the work cell structure and parameters, as well as gantry movement policy. Therefore, we denote a material shortage disturbance as a virtual disruption event − → e vi = (j, t vi , d vi ) , j = 1, 2, · · · , m, i ∈ Z + , and it means M j is waiting for a gantry at time t vi for d vi period. In fact, for a typical serial line that the material is transferred on conveyors, we just assume that there is no material shortage disturbance. Therefore, the serial line is a special case of gantry work cell in this sense.
If we treat material shortage disturbance phenomenon as a part of system behavior, then the gantry work cell can be modeled as an ''equivalent serial line''. In this ''equivalent serial line'', the line's own properties include serially arranged machines, buffers and a set of unknown virtual disruption events. The advantage of such treatment is that we can utilize the important properties derived from the previous studies on serial lines [21] - [24] . With the above discussion, we formally develop the gantry work cell dynamic system framework.
The gantry production system is a stochastic dynamic system and can be described by state space equation [25] aṡ
where,
is the state, where X j (t) is the production count of machine M j up to time t.
is the instantaneous processing speed of M j at time t. VOLUME 6, 2018
is the input or control, where u j (t) describes whether the gantry is assigned at machine M j . u j (t) = 1when the gantry is assigned to M j , otherwise u j (t) = 0.
is the system output, where Y j (t) = X j (t), which is the production count of machine M j up to time t.
H( * ) is an output function, i.e., Y (t) = H (X (t)) = X (t).
Remark 1: In a gantry work cell, the disturbances W (t) include both real disruptions and virtual disruptions. The real disruptions happen randomly that cannot be controlled. The virtual disruptions depend on the gantry assignment policy U (t), which is our control target. Since W (t) and U (t) is closely coupled, the biggest challenge of the gantry scheduling problem is that it is very difficult to build a model to evaluate X (t), and therefore it is impossible to develop a model-based control scheme U (t).
IV. PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SYSTEM PROPERTY
To solve the gantry scheduling problem, we must fully understand the system. Since a work cell with gantries can be treated as an ''equivalent serial line'' with virtual disruptions, most of the properties of a typical serial line can be applied. Previous researches on serial production systems [17] , [21] - [24] provide a theoretical direction to deal with the gantry system. To keep this paper self-contained, we briefly summarize the related basic concepts without detailed proof, and then extend them to the gantry work cell.
A. PERMANENT PRODUCTION LOSS
To diagnose the inefficiency due to disturbances, it is indispensable to understand and quantify the impact of disruption events on a gantry system. In this paper, permanent production loss (PL) [17] is introduced as a quantitative measurement of the impact to a gantry system due to disruption events, including virtual disruptions and real disruptions. Production loss is defined as the production difference between the real gantry system and the ideal gantry system. The ideal gantry system [26] is defined as a virtual system that does not suffer from any disruption events. It is a clean scenario without any real random disruptions (e.g., machine failures) and without any virtual disruptions (i.e., each machine can be immediately attended to by an available gantry whenever needed). The ideal gantry system presents the best possible system performance. Definition 1 makes the permanent production loss more accurate. To simplify the discussion, we refer to the output of a production system as the production count of the last machine of the system, Y m (T ).
Definition 1: Permanent production loss of a gantry work cell is defined as the difference between the outputs of the ideal gantry system, denoted as Y ideal (T ), and the real output Y (T ), that will never recover in any circumstances. The amount of permanent production loss of a gantry work cell
Permanent production loss is an important indicator to evaluate the performance of a production system in realtime operation. From the previous works, we know that any stoppage of the slowest machine M * contributes to permanent production loss [17] . To extend the theory to the gantry system, the stoppage can be caused not only by the real disruptions but also the virtual disruptions. Therefore, the permanent production loss of a gantry work cell during a certain time period can be derived as follows.
Theorem 1: Given a realization of a real production process with gantries subjects to disruption events, if the slowest machine M * stops for a duration of D M * (T ) during a time horizon [0, T ] , the permanent production loss PL(T ) of a gantry work cell can be evaluated as
Proof: It has been proved that in a serial production line, any stoppage of the slowest machine M * contributes to permanent production loss and the permanent production loss can be derived as [21] 
where D is the length of the stoppage of the slowest machine and T M * is the cycle time of the slowest machine M * .
At each machine of a gantry work cell, a part can be finished only after it has been loaded, processed and unloaded, so the cycle time of M * equals T M * run + T M * ul . Therefore, permanent production loss of a gantry work cell is
End of proof Remark 2:
The stoppage of the slowest machine M * includes virtual disruptions due to waiting for the gantry, random downtimes on M * and starvation or blockage caused by other machines' random downtimes. As aforementioned, virtual disruptions' phenomenon is a part of system property and is an endogenous factor of such a gantry system. The occurrence and the duration of such a virtual disruption event on a machine is controllable based on different gantry scheduling strategies. On the other hand, a random downtime is caused by an uncontrollable random disturbance, which is categorized as an exogenous factor of a system.
Given a realization of a real production process subjects to all disruption events that are assumed to be observable, we can calculate the up-to-now production loss based on Eqn. (3). However, the ''present'' state of the system will definitely influence the system performance in the future.
Next, we will evaluate the effect of the real-time states of the system as follows.
B. SYSTEM RESILIENCE AND PRODUCTION LOSS RISK
Resilience is known as the ability of an enterprise to withstand potential high-impact disruptive events [27] . To evaluate the resilience of a production system in real-time operation, production loss risk (PLR) is introduced to describe the future potential production loss due to a single disruption event. Definition 2 makes it more accurate.
Definition 2: Production loss risk of a gantry work cell at time t, denoted as PLR(t), is the expected value of the production loss due to a single disruption event e = j, t , σ that happens at the current moment t, i.e., PLR (t) = E PL e |t = t .
Remark 4: PLR(t) represents the ability that a gantry work cell resists a single disruption event at time t and it is a quantitative evaluation of the real-time resilience of a gantry work cell. High production loss risk indicates that the system is vulnerable to disruptions and unhealthy at that state.
A single disruption event happens only on one machine in the system, so we denote PLR j (t) as the production loss risk attributed to machine M j , which is defined as the disruption event happens on M j , at time t, i.e., PLR j (t) = E[PL e j, t ], j = 1, 2, . . . m. Therefore, the production loss risk of a whole system can be derived as
where P j is the probability that the single disruption event happens on machine M j . In the following, we calculate PLR j (t) and P j respectively to derive the system production loss risk PLR (t).
1) DERIVATION OF PLR j t
To derive PLR j (t), we first recall the production loss attributed to a certain disruption event [23] . Given a known disruption event, the production loss of the system can be derived as follows.
Proposition 1:
The permanent production loss of a gantry work cell due to a single disruption event e = (j, t, d) could be derived as
where β j (t) is defined as a boundary condition for the buffers between M j and M * to be empty or full as
Proof: If j = M * , the slowest machine M * is down for a period d. From Theorem 1, the permanent production loss is as 
Similarly, if j > M * , the slowest machine M * is blocked after the buffers between M * and M j are full. Thus, the permanent production loss can be derived as
To conclude,
End of proof
Based on Proposition 1, we can derive the production loss risk attributed to a machine by providing the reliability model of the machine. The production loss risk attributed to M j can be written as
where p j (σ ) is the conditional probability density function of σ given j, i.e., the duration of the disruption event on M j . Note that p j (σ ) can be any probability density function. In this paper, we assume that for any machine M j in the line, TBF j (time between failure of M j ) and TTR j (time to repair of M j ) follow exponential distribution exp λ j and exp µ j , accordingly. Therefore, we can analytically derive PLR j (t) as follows.
Proposition 2: For a production system with exponential machines, the production loss risk attributed to M j at time t can be evaluated as
Proof: For a single disruption event e = (j, t , σ ) with given j and t,
Since the duration of the disruption event on M j follows exponential distribution, we have p j (σ ) = µ j e −µ j σ According to Proposition 1:
Therefore,
·µ j e −µ j σ dσ
2) DERIVATION OF P j P j is the probability of that a disruption event e = (j, t , σ ) happens on M j under the condition that the disruption event happens at time t. Therefore, P j can be calculated as,
P j = P{ e happens on M j 'during (t, t + t)|t > t} P{ e happens during (t, t + t)|t > t}
Since TBF j follows exponential distribution exp λ j , we have
P{ e happens on M j during (t, t + t)|t > t}
=
P{ e happens on M j during (t, t + t)} ∩ |(t > t)} P {t > t}
It can be expressed as power series,
The start time of the first disruption event follows the probability distribution of the first arrival time of m independent exponential process.
P{ e happens during (t, t + t)|t > t}
By substituting Eqn. (8) and (13) into (4), we can derive the production loss risk of the system at time t as
V. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
In the previous sections, we analyze the system properties of a gantry work cell based on the equivalent system. The production loss and production loss risk evaluation are based on the implicit assumptions that the system states X (t) can be readily evaluated given observable disruption events or probability distribution of disruption events. However, in a gantry work cell, the material flow of the production line depends on the gantry movements. As discussed in Remark 1, the production system modeling is coupled with the gantry policy, i.e., the disruptions W (t) is closely related to the gantry movements U (t), and the virtual disruptions caused by gantry movements may not be immediately reflected in the system. Thus, such a scheduling problem cannot be directly solved by model-based control and it is advisable to be formulated as a machine learning problem. Reinforcement learning, which will be introduced in the following, is quite suitable for such a model-free problem in a dynamic system with delayed consequences. The analyses in the previous sections will provide useful knowledge and serve as guidelines in the reinforcement learning formulation.
A. INTRODUCTION TO REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
Reinforcement learning is a type of machine learning algorithm which allows an agent to automatically determine the ideal behavior within a specific context, so as to maximize a cumulative reward. It is distinguished from other computational approaches by its emphasis on learning by the agent from direct interaction with its environment, without relying on complete models of the environment [28] . The agent in the system is not told which actions to take, but instead, it must discover which actions yield the most reward by trying them. The reinforcement learning framework is a considerable abstraction of the problem of goal-directed learning from iteration. Figure 4 shows the basic idea of reinforcement learning [28] . The agent and the environment interact at each of a sequence of time steps t, t ∈ Z. Note that it is restricted to discrete time for simplification, even though it can be extended to continuous-time case [29] . At each time step t, the agent receives some representation of the environment's state s t ∈ S, where S is the set of possible states, and selects an action a t ∈ A(s t ), where A(s t ) is the set of actions available in state s t . As a consequence of its action, the agent receives a numerical reward r t+1 and finds itself in a new state s t+1 . The agent implements a mapping from perceived states of the environment to probabilities of selecting possible actions. The mapping is defined as a policy and denoted as π t , where π t (a|s) is the probability that a t = a if s t = s. The agent changes its policy as a result of its experience. The agent's goal is to maximize the total amount of reward it receives over the long run.
Each action has an expected or mean reward given that the action is selected, and this is called action value. For the estimates of the action values, there is at least one action whose estimated value is greatest, which is called a greedy action. During the learning, the agent does not only exploit what it already knows to obtain rewards, but also explores for better action selections in the future. Exploitation is to select a greedy action and it is the right thing to do to maximize the expected reward on one step. Exploration is to select one of the nongreedy actions and it avoids the agent locking into a suboptimal policy. Consequently, it may produce greater total reward in the long run. However, it makes the agent take longer time to learn. On a stochastic task, each action must be tried many times to gain a reliable estimate of its expected reward.
B. Q-LEARNING ALGORITHM
Q-learning algorithm is one of the most important breakthroughs in reinforcement learning. It can be used to find an optimal action-selection policy for any given Markov decision process. One of the strengths of Q-learning is that it can directly learn from environment without requiring a model of environment. Additionally, Q-learning can handle problems with stochastic transitions and rewards, without requiring any adaptations.
Q-learning works by learning an action-value function, denoted as Q π (s, a). It is an off-policy temporaldifference (TD) algorithm, where ''TD'' means the actionvalue function changes based on the difference between the estimates at two different times, and ''off-policy'' means the agent learns the value of the policy independently of the agent's actions [30] . Before learning has started, Q(s, a) returns an (arbitrarily) fixed value, chosen by the designer. At each time step t the agent selects an action a t and observes a reward r t+1 and a new environment state s t+1 that may depend on both the previous state s t and the selected action, then Q (s, a) is updated. The core of the algorithm is a simple value iteration update, using the weighted average of the old value and the new information:
where γ is the discount factor, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. It trades off the importance of sooner versus later rewards. α is the learning rate, 0 < α ≤ 1. It determines to what extent the newly acquired information will override the old information.
For trading off exploration and exploitation in Q-learning, ε-greedy is used, which guarantees the agent keeping visiting all state-action pairs. With ε-greedy, the agent takes a random action with a fixed probability ε, 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1, instead of exploiting the learned optimal action with respect to Q.
where ξ is a uniform random number drawn at each time step, 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1; A (s) is the set of possible actions at state s. The agent keeps updating Q and it gradually approximates the optimal action-value function Q * . The convergence is proved in [31] . After the agent fully learns Q, which converges to Q * , the optimal policy π * can be directly con-
The procedure of Q-learning algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 . 
C. GANTRY PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, the goal of the gantry scheduling is to find a real-time scheduling policy to guide the gantries' movements to maximize the production output. In formulating it as a reinforcement learning problem, it is to find an optimal VOLUME 6, 2018
policy π * to minimize the cumulated production loss over a period
Therefore, we can formulate the gantry scheduling problem as: Given a current system state s t ∈ S, find a feasible schedule a t ∈ A that maximize the production output, where A denotes the set of possible actions of the gantries, and S denotes the set of possible system states.
1) STATE DEFINITION AND GANTRY ACTIONS
In reinforcement learning, the states can take a wide variety of forms and can be anything that might be useful in decision making. Let S = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · } denote a set of system states for learning. In the gantry scheduling problem, the system state consists of the amount of remaining process time of each machine for the current part, each machine's up or down status, and the current buffer levels. Therefore, a system state at time t, s t ∈ S, can be represented as
where t rj denotes the amount of remaining processing time for M j to finish the current part; x j =1 if M j is up and 0 otherwise; b j is the buffer level, j = 1, 2, . . . , m − 1.
Let A denotes a set of gantry's actions, and a t ∈ A, where a t = [f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f m ] denotes the gantry assignment at time step t, and f j = 1 if the gantry serves loading/unloading on M j , and f j = 0 otherwise, j = 1, 2, . . . , m.
2) REWARD FUNCTION
A reward function defines the goal of a reinforcement learning problem. It maps each perceived state (or state-action pair) of the gantry system to a single number, a reward, indicating the intrinsic desirability of that state. In the gantry problem, the goal is to minimize the cumulative production loss. To achieve the goal, firstly we consider eliminating the impacts of the virtual disruptions to make the system production unconstrained by the gantries so it can act like a typical transfer line without the impeding of material handling; secondly, we improve the system to better resist the real disruptions based on the gantry unconstrained system. Therefore, we take the two considerations into the reward function:
1) From Theorem 1, any stoppage of the slowest machine M * contributes to permanent production loss, so the immediate production loss after a gantry action, which can be calculated by observed duration of the stoppage of the slowest machine, is considered as an element in reward setting. 2) Even though the immediate production loss (due to the slowest machine M * 's waiting) is not incurred, an action may lead the system to a vulnerable state that is easy to cause production loss. In this case, we must consider the production loss risk, which measures the resilience of system. Based on the above analysis, the returning reward function for the gantry's action is defined as a linear combination of the immediate production loss (PL) during two consecutive decision points and the production loss risk (PLR) of the system. The reward function is defined as r = −PL − η · PLR (16) where η is a coefficient that determines the level of the significance of the production loss risk considered, comparing with the immediate production loss. By substituting (6) and (17), we have
Remark 5: The gantry gets punishing rewards for stopping the slowest machine as well as leading to a system state with high production loss risk. When the production loss risk is high, the production loss is more likely to occur since the slowest machine is going to be starved or blocked with high probability. Therefore, the coefficient η trades off the immediate production loss and the potential future production loss. With this reward setting, at each time step, the gantry learns to take actions with less production loss and keeps the system away from high-risk states, therefore, the goal of minimizing the production loss in a long run can be achieved.
VI. CASE STUDY AND DISCUSSION
In this section, a numerical case study is carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed reinforcement learning method for the gantry scheduling problem. A work cell, consisting of a gantry and a serial line with 4 machines and 3 buffers, is considered. The parameters are collected from a real manufacturer. For confidential consideration, a simulation model is used to generate the necessary data based on the mockup system parameters, as shown in Table 1 . The time between failure (TBF j ) and the time to repair (TTR j ) are assumed to be exponentially distributed based on the observed production data. With this, the mean time to repair (MTTR) and the mean time between failures (MTBF) of each machine are listed in Table I . From the parameters, we could know that M 3 is the slowest machine M * in the system with the smallest rated speed c 3 = 1/(90+10+10) = (1/110) parts/sec. 
A. GANTRY TRAINING BY Q-LEARNING
To start the Q-learning algorithm, all the state-action pairs Q(s, a) are initialized as 0. In order to keep the gantry visiting all the state-action pairs and learning new knowledge from the system, ε-greedy exploration is used and the tuning parameter ε is set to 0.2. To update Q(s, a) from the experimental experience, we set the discount value γ = 0.95, the learning rate α = 0.1 and the reward coefficient η = 0.01.
In the simulation, to ensure the gantry fully learns how to deal with real-time disruption events, 50 different sets of disruption events are generated randomly based on the machines' MTTR and MTBF. Each set of disruption events is used to train the gantry for 20 iterations and the simulation duration of each iteration is one week, i.e., 180,000 seconds by assuming 10 hours a day, 5 working days a week. Between different iterations, Q(s, a) will not be initialized and the updated Q(s, a) will be used in next iteration. Figure 6 shows the result of the gantry's learning process with one set of disruption events. It is clear that the system production loss decreases with increasing training iterations. During the first several iterations, the gantry has limited knowledge on how to resist the impacts of the disruption events. The gantry gains experience from each iteration and keeps updating Q(s, a). Gradually, it learns to make proper decisions to reduce production loss. After training the gantry with 50 different sets of disruption events, the system production loss during each iteration time period tends to be stable. Therefore, we consider the policy obtained from the updated Q(s, a) is good enough after the sufficient period of learning, and can be used to reduce the impacts of disruptions in real time operation.
B. COMPARISON WITH FCFS POLICY
To demonstrate the effectiveness of Q-learning method with the knowledge-guided reward setting, we compare the production results between the first-come-first-served (FCFS) policy and the Q-learning policy. FCFS policy is a simple, straightforward scheduling approach, which can be found in many real systems. It requires no extra computation or knowledge of the system. In FCFS, when a machine finishes a part and is ready for unloading/loading, the request for gantry will be put into a queue, and the gantry will serve the machines based on the order of the queue. The simulation duration is one week, i.e., 180,000 seconds by assuming 10 hours a day, 5 working days a week. The production loss trajectories of Q-learning method and FCFS policy are compared in Fig. 7 .
From Fig. 7 , it is obvious that the production loss of the gantry system with Q-learning method grows much slower than the one with FCFS policy. The total production loss due to FCFS policy is about 135 parts while that of Q-learning is only 115 parts. During 100 comparing iterations with different sets of random disruptions, the production loss with Q-learning policy is 11.18% less than FCFS policy, with 95% CI [9.86%, 12.51%]. In FCFS policy, the gantry serves machines according to the order of the queue, so any machine may take the occupancy of the gantry. In this case, virtual disruptions (extra waiting time) are incurred on the slowest machine and consequently, extra production loss is caused. In the Q-learning policy, the gantry prioritizes unloading/loading on the slowest machine to avoid the production loss due to these virtual disruptions. In addition, when the production loss risk increases, indicating a high probability of the future potential production loss, the Q-learning algorithm will trade off the slowest machine to mitigate the high-risk states, so as to reduce the impacts of the disruptions.
C. PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE WITH η CHANGING
The coefficient η trades off the immediate production loss and the potential production loss. The higher the η, the more the gantry prioritizes the actions to mitigate the high-risk states, instead of avoiding immediate waiting of M * . In the following, we change η to compare the production performances with Q-learning policy. The results are shown in Fig.8 .
It is clear from Fig. 8 that there is an optimal range of η leading to minimum production loss. When η is very small, the immediate production loss dominates the reward function, which guides the gantry always prioritize serving the slowest machine M * . As a consequence, the other machines cannot get enough gantry service and stop production frequently, which leads to high-risk states where the slowest machine is easy to be blocked or starved if any disruption event happens. When η increases to be increasingly favor of the production loss risk and discriminate the immediate production loss, the gantry serves more on other machines while ignoring the waiting of the slowest machine. In this case the production loss due to M * 's immediate waiting overrides the potential starvation and blockage, and the total production loss also increases. Appropriate selection of η is critical and it may need experiments to determine.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper studies the gantry scheduling problem in a gantry work cell, which consists of a serial line with multiple machines and multiple buffers, and one or more gantries for material/part handling. This gantry system is modeled as an ''equivalent serial line'' that includes a typical serial line with unknown virtual disruptions. For this ''equivalent serial line'', the real-time production performance is evaluated through the analysis of permanent production loss and production loss risk. The production loss risk represents the potential production loss due to disruption events in a short future time and indicates the resilience of the system at a certain state. However, the above analyses cannot be directly used for real-time scheduling of the gantries due to the coupled nature of gantry scheduling and system modeling. Therefore, the gantry scheduling is formulated as a reinforcement learning problem, where the gantry system dynamic properties (i.e., permanent production loss and production loss risk) are utilized through setting up the reward function. A case study is performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the gantry moving policy developed by a Q-learning algorithm. From the simulation results, the Q-learning policy outperforms FCFS policy, which means the reinforcement learning algorithm with knowledge-guided reward setting can effectively reduce system production loss in real-time operation.
In a gantry work cell, the state space explodes with the increasing number of machines and buffers. Even though reinforcement learning can be used when the state set is very large or even infinite [28] , it takes a huge computational effort to find a near optimal solution for the gantry scheduling. Therefore, our future work is directed to explore more efficient methods on the study of gantry systems.
